A 3-D ultrasound-based framework to characterize the echo morphology of carotid plaques.
Carotid atherosclerosis is the main cause of brain stroke, which is the most common life-threatening neurological disease. Nearly all methods aiming at assessing the risk of plaque rupture are based on its characterization from 2-D ultrasound images, which depends on plaque geometry, degree of stenosis, and echo morphology (intensity and texture). The computation of these indicators is, however, usually affected by inaccuracy and subjectivity associated with data acquisition and operator-dependent image selection. To circumvent these limitations, a novel and simple method based on 3-D freehand ultrasound is proposed that does not require any expensive equipment except the common scanner. This method comprises the 3-D reconstruction of carotids and plaques to provide clinically meaningful parameters not available in 2-D ultrasound imaging, namely diagnostic views not usually accessible via conventional techniques and local 3-D characterization of plaque echo morphology. The labeling procedure, based on graph cuts, allows us to identify, locate, and quantify potentially vulnerable foci within the plaque. Validation of the characterization method was made with synthetic data. Results of plaque characterization with real data are encouraging and consistent with the results from conventional methods and after inspection of surgically removed plaques.